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“Heal and protect the Earth”
The Hague, Netherlands, May 13, 2017

We unite to heal and protect the Earth!
(From the URI Preamble)
Our intentions, suggestions and aims to heal and protect the Earth.
Inform yourself, do not become cynical. Think about the importance to the public when making
your choices.
To keep the soil in my garden fertile by using biological/bio-degradable compost
To be critical and self-conscious of my consumption pattern. Extending the life cycle of products
by repairing; revision instead of disposal. Shift to repair and service culture from sales culture.
To follow Bhakti yoga's program more intensively: more self-realization ...leading to Godconsciousness and thus Earth-consciousness.

Initiating programs to connect philosophical beliefs and lifestyles, where religion, philosophy,
society and science intersect.
I believe in working on the awareness of birthplace, family, religion. (Our roots)
Caring for the earth leads to actions; Dealing with water, nutrition etc.
Water has my attention; every day.
You cannot do this alone; share responsibility and work together actively
I would like people to be more aware of the Earth and pass this on to others around the world.
To live my life in a balanced and respectful way, supporting initiatives and looking for new ones
to pass on to improve a balanced and respectful life. Not being wasteful or using harmful things.
I promise to eat sustainably.
To take 100% responsibility for my thoughts, words and actions; from respect for myself to
fellow human beings and life on earth.
Separating waste. Continue with green energy and organic food. Less time showering to save
water.
Stop sales pitches, let's respect each other and our environment. We can sell that to our
children, grandchildren and the next generations.
The oil spread - but then in positive way - do not wait until the other is doing something. Just
start and connect yourself with others. Change slowly, but surely, and believe in our Earth as a
loved family member.
Caring for the earth by deepening my understanding about green possibilities, such as choosing
a green Bank.
I want to switch to a green, sustainable Bank and a green Energy Supplier.
1.Waste 2. Seeding of perdition and corruption.
From various verses of the Noble Qur'an it is made clear that Allah does not love waste and the
sowing of ruin and corruption; this does not belong to the worldview in the country of believers
To reduce my ecological footprint. Local energy. Participate in a village cooperative around
energy. Electric cooking - less (natural) gas. Fewer possessions ... tiny houses.
Home and earth - family - fellow human beings.
I want to find the balance and the correct synergy for myself and the others

Water - Technology - Politics
From debt and guilt to accepting responsibility for the first victims, the poorest
Action: Do instead of thinking about it
Awareness - economical - bees
Clearly divide and become more aware when sorting waste. Being economical when dealing
with water. Plant more wildflowers to help the bees to survive.
Haste/ Urgency - Connection – Education
My wish is that world politics will listen more to the citizens and organizations so that the
connection that will solve these problems will arise. Education and respect are indispensable in
the story.
Thought & attention - conscious action - self-responsibility
Look at the different energy providers.
Dialogue must continue to be conducted on these subjects

Our Earth is our house, so stop damaging our house.
Being together; cooperation is important.
Heal and protect the Earth
Blessed Bee!!!

